
COLUMBIAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY  HOME OFFICE: CHICAGO, IL 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE OFFICE: VESTAL PARKWAY EAST  PO BOX 1381  BINGHAMTON, NY 13902-1381 

Electronic Application Disclosure Documents 
Final Expense – Wisconsin 

Dear Applicant: 

We are pleased to accept your application for life insurance.  The application process will be completed 
electronically. The electronic application process allows you to review all of the information entered into the 
application form for accuracy before you sign.  Your agent will ask all application questions and record your 
answers as you provide them.  Once the application is complete, you will be asked to review all of the 
information before typing your name in the signature section.  

After the electronic document is signed, it is reviewed one more time before being submitted to the Company.  
If any changes are required at this point, the signature process will be repeated after the changes are made, 
including another final review before the application is transmitted to the Company.  Typing your name into 
the electronic document indicates your acceptance of its terms.  Your electronic signature is legally binding.  

Columbian's electronic application, and in particular electronic signature systems and processes use Adobe's 
PDF SSL digital encryption and lock down facilities.  Columbian uses the signed PDF documents as the 
authoritative data.  The electronic application process requires positive action on the part of the proposed 
insured and the agent and immediately produces a corresponding locked PDF document.  Any subsequent 
alterations will be easily viewed as it will break the PDF locked and encrypted validation seals.  Additionally, 
the data collected and the PDF document will be kept in separate but secured systems providing another 
validation method.   

Columbian’s digital signature process involves using an enterprise custom certificate authority.  This certificate 
is a file in a folder on the Columbian hosting server.  Once stored on the hosting server, an applicant’s 
signature may not be transmitted to any other forms. 

To protect the privacy of the information collected HTTPS (SSL) certificates are employed to encrypt the entire 
application data gathering session.   All collected data is stored in secured databases with access granted only 
to appropriate Company staff. 

DocuSign eSignature complies with the U.S. ESIGN Act and UETA. 

All of the Company's data and systems, including that of the electronic application data and process, are 
secured using current technology standards and procedures that undergo a variety of both internal and 
external audits and periodic reviews of the process and of the systems to ensure they are kept current. 

We are providing you with printed versions of the disclosure documents checked below.  Please keep these 
items with your important insurance documents. 

  Information Practices Relating to Underwriting Your Application, Form No. ICC21 A745-CL-NOTICE   
 (required for all applications) 

  Completed Conditional Receipt Section of Form No.  ICC21 745-CL-NOTICE   
 (only if electing an immediate premium payment)  

  Life Insurance Buyer’s Guide, Form No. 584 Model   
 (required for all applications) 

  Important Notice: Replacement of Life Insurance or Annuities, Form No. 5176CFG  
 (only if the applicant has existing life insurance or annuities / a replacement is occurring) 

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to serve you and your insurance needs. We appreciate your business 
and are dedicated to providing you with the highest level of service.  
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INFORMATION PRACTICES RELATING TO UNDERWRITING YOUR APPLICATION 

Thank you for choosing insurance from Columbian Life Insurance Company.  This Notice is given to you at the time you apply for life or health insurance 
to tell you about the kinds of information we may obtain in connection with your application.  We will treat all personal information about you as 
confidential. 

INVESTIGATIVE CONSUMER REPORT 
We may obtain an investigative consumer report and may tell the consumer reporting agency the amount and type of your coverage.  The report may 
contain data about your identity, age, residence, past and present job (including work duties), economic conditions, driving record, personal and 
business reputation in the community and mode of living, but will not include any information relating directly or indirectly to sexual orientation. 

IDENTIFICATION 
To obtain the data described above, the insurer may give my name, address and date and place of birth to the above persons or organizations. 

ACCESS TO INFORMATION 
You may request, in writing, to receive information from Columbian Life Insurance Company about the nature and scope of an investigative consumer 
report.    Within five (5) business days of receipt of a written request, we will provide you with the name, address and phone number of any agency we 
ask to prepare such a report.  By contacting the investigative agency, you may inspect or receive a copy of such report. 

WHERE TO WRITE US 
You have a right of access and correction with respect to this information.  If you wish a more detailed explanation of our information practices, please 
send your written request to Underwriting Department, Columbian Life Insurance Company, PO Box 1381 Binghamton, NY 13902-1381. 

MIB, INC. PRE-NOTICE 
MIB, Inc. is a not-for-profit membership organization of life insurance companies.  The MIB provides an information exchange for its members.  It 
maintains information of underwriting significance on policyholders and applicants as furnished to it by member companies.  Such information is 
available only to member companies and only when such company has an authorization signed by you to request such information. 

We use the MIB to check information of underwriting significance, but only as a guide to identify areas about which we might need additional information 
before reaching a final underwriting decision. Columbian Life does not rely, in whole or in part, on an MIB report in making a final underwriting decision. 

We make a brief report to the MIB on those individuals about whom we have information about underwriting significance.  We will not report what action 
we have taken on your application.  The MIB, on request, supplies other member companies with information in its files if an application for life or health 
insurance, or a claim for benefits, is submitted to such company.  MIB rules require that a member company have our authorization before requesting 
information about you. 

If you question the accuracy of information in the MIB file, you may contact MIB, Inc. and seek a correction in accordance with the procedures set forth in 
the Federal Fair Credit Reporting Act.  The address of the information office of MIB, Inc. is 50 Braintree Hill Park, Suite 400, Braintree, MA  02184-8734, 
Telephone Number (866) 692-6901. MIB’s website is www.mib.com. 

CONDITIONAL RECEIPT 

Complete Only When Payment Received 

ALL PREMIUM CHECKS MUST BE MADE PAYABLE TO COLUMBIAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.   
DO NOT MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE AGENT OR LEAVE THE PAYEE BLANK. 

Received from (Print)   ________________________________________________ , the sum of _________________________________  on the life of  
(Proposed Insured)  _____________________________________________.  Columbian Life Insurance Company (“the Company”) accepts this 
payment in connection with your application for insurance and, subject to the terms and conditions of this Conditional Receipt and subject to all the terms 
and conditions of the policy applied for, agrees to provide coverage under the following conditions: 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF COVERAGE:  Provided that each of the conditions below is satisfied, coverage under this Conditional Receipt will begin on the 
later of the Underwriting Date (as defined below) or the specific policy date requested on the application.  The Underwriting Date is the later of (1) the 
date of the application; or (2) the date all underwriting requirements, as required by the Company’s underwriting rules, are completed. 

CONDITIONS:  Insurance coverage under this Conditional Receipt will begin on the Effective Date (as defined above) only if, on that date, all of the 
following criteria are met: 

(1) You had paid the full first modal premium on the policy applied for; and  
(2) All Proposed Insureds were insurable at standard rates on the date of the application; and  
(3) The Company is able to issue the policy as applied for; and  
(4) The amount of insurance applied for, with respect to any Proposed Insured, is not in excess of $50,000.   

TERMINATION OF COVERAGE:  Any insurance provided under this Conditional Receipt will terminate:  (1) Immediately, if the Company refunds your 
payment or your check was not honored by your Bank; or (2) The date coverage under the policy applied for becomes effective; or (3) Ninety (90) days 
after the date of the application.   

    _____________________________________________  X ___________________________________________________________  
    Date     Signature of Licensed Agent 

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO THE AGENT:  DO NOT SIGN THE CONDITIONAL RECEIPT 

 UNLESS PREMIUM IS TAKEN WITH THE APPLICATION. 
FORM NO. ICC21 A745-CL-NOTICE Page 5 of 5

LEAVE WITH PROPOSED INSURED/OWNER                                     
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LIFE   INSURANCE   BUYER’S   GUIDE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This guide can help you when you shop for life insurance.  It discusses how to: 
 
 . Find a Policy That Meets Your Needs and Fits Your Budget 
 
 . Decide How Much Insurance You Need 
 
 . Make Informed Decisions When You Buy a Policy 
 
 

Prepared by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners 
 

The National Association of Insurance Commissioners is an association of state insurance 
regulatory officials.  This association helps the various insurance departments to 
coordinate insurance laws for the benefit of all consumers. 

 
 

This guide does not endorse any company or policy. 
 

Reprinted by: 
 

COLUMBIAN FINANCIAL GROUP 
 
 

COLUMBIAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY • HOME OFFICE: CHICAGO, IL   
 

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE OFFICES: 
507 PLUM STREET • PO BOX 1056 • SYRACUSE, NY 13201-1056 

Phone No.:  (800) 347-0960, Fax No.:  (877) 471-3625 / www.cfglife.com 
VESTAL PARKWAY EAST • PO BOX 1381 • BINGHAMTON, NY  13902-1381 

Phone No.:  (800) 423-9765, Fax No.:  (866) 253-9459 / www.cfglife.com 
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IMPORTANT THINGS TO CONSIDER 

 
1. Review your own insurance needs and circumstances.  Choose the kind of policy that has benefits 

that most closely fit your needs.  Ask an agent or company to help you. 
 
2. Be sure that you can handle premium payments.  Can you afford the initial premium?  If the premium 

increases later and you still need insurance, can you still afford it? 
 
3. Don't sign an insurance application until you review it carefully to be sure all the answers are 

complete and accurate. 
 
4. Don’t buy life insurance unless you intend to stick with your plan.  It may be very costly if you quit 

during the early years of the policy. 
 
5. Don’t drop one policy and buy another without a thorough study of the new policy and the one you 

have now.  Replacing your insurance may be costly. 
 
6. Read your policy carefully.  Ask your agent or company about anything that is not clear to you. 
 
7. Review your life insurance program with your agent or company every few years to keep up with 

changes in your income and your needs. 
 

Buying Life Insurance 
 
When you buy life insurance, you want coverage that fits your needs. 
 

First, decide how much you need - and for how long - and what you can afford to pay.  Keep in mind 
the major reason you buy life insurance is to cover the financial effects of unexpected or untimely 
death.  Life insurance can also be one of the many ways you plan for the future. 
 
Next, learn what kinds of policies will meet your needs and pick the one that best suits you. 
 
Then, choose the combination of policy premium and benefits that emphasizes protection in case of 
early death, or benefits in case of long life, or a combination of both. 

 
It makes good sense to ask a life insurance agent or company to help you.  An agent can help you review your 
insurance needs and give you information about the available policies.  If one kind of policy doesn’t seem to 
fit your needs, ask about others. 
 
This guide provides only basic information.  You can get facts from a life insurance agent or company or 
from your public library.
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What About the Policy You Have Now? 

 
If you are thinking about dropping a life insurance policy, here are some things you should consider: 
 . If you decide to replace your policy, don’t cancel your old policy until you have received the 

new one.  You then have a minimum period to review your new policy and decide if it is 
what you wanted. 

 .It may be costly to replace a policy.  Much of what you paid in the early years of the policy 
you have now, paid for the company’s cost of selling and issuing the policy.  You may pay 
this type of cost again if you buy a new policy. 

 . Ask your tax advisor if dropping your policy could affect your income taxes. 
 . If you are older or your health has changed, premiums for the new policy will often be higher.  

You will not be able to buy a new policy if you are not insurable. 
 . You may have valuable rights and benefits in the policy you now have that are not in the new 

one. 
 . If the policy you have now no longer meets your needs, you may not have to replace it.  You 

might be able to change your policy or add to it to get the coverage or benefits you now want. 
 . At least in the beginning, a policy may pay no benefits for some causes of death covered in 

the policy you have now. 
 
In all cases, if you are thinking of buying a new policy, check with the agent or company that issued you the 
one you have now.  When you bought your old policy, you may have seen an illustration of the benefits of 
your policy.  Before replacing your policy, ask your agent or company for an updated illustration.  Check to 
see how the policy has performed and what you might expect in the future, based on the amounts the 
company is paying now. 
 

How Much Do You Need? 
 
Here are some questions to ask yourself: 
 . How much of the family income do I provide?  If I were to die early, how would my 

survivors, especially my children, get by?  Does anyone else depend on me financially, 
such as a parent, grandparent, brother or sister? 

 . Do I have children for whom I’d like to set aside money to finish their education in the 
event of my death? 

 . How will my family pay final expenses and repay debts after my death? 
 . Do I have family members or organizations to whom I would like to leave money? 
 . Will there be estate taxes to pay after my death? 
 . How will inflation affect future needs?
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As you figure out what you have to meet these needs, count the life insurance you have now, including any 
group insurance where you work or veteran’s insurance.  Don’t forget Social Security and pension plan 
survivor’s benefits.  Add other assets you have:  savings, investments, real estate and personal property.  
Which assets would your family sell or cash in to pay expenses after your death? 
 
 

What Is The Right Kind of Life Insurance? 
 
All policies are not the same.  Some give coverage for your lifetime and others cover you for a specific 
number of years.  Some build up cash values and others do not.  Some policies combine different kinds of 
insurance, and others let you change from one kind of insurance to another.  Some policies may offer other 
benefits while you are still living.  Your choice should be based on your needs and what you can afford. 
 
There are two basic types of life insurance:  term insurance and cash value insurance.  Term insurance 
generally has lower premiums in the early years, but does not build up cash values that you can use in the 
future.  You may combine cash value life insurance with term insurance for the period of your greatest need 
for life insurance to replace income. 
 
Term Insurance covers you for a term of one or more years.  It pays a death benefit only if you die in that 
term.  Term insurance generally offers the largest insurance protection for your premium dollar.  It generally 
does not build up cash value. 
 
You can renew most term insurance policies for one or more terms even if your health has changed.  Each 
time you renew the policy for a new term, premiums may be higher.  Ask what the premiums will be if you 
continue to renew the policy.  Also ask if you will lose the right to renew the policy at some age.  For a 
higher premium, some companies will give you the right to keep the policy in force for a guaranteed period at 
the same price each year.  At the end of that time you may need to pass a physical examination to continue 
coverage, and premiums may increase. 
 
You may be able to trade many term insurance policies for a cash value policy during a conversion period - 
even if you are not in good health.  Premiums for the new policy will be higher than you have been paying 
for the term insurance. 
 
Cash Value Life Insurance is a type of insurance where the premiums charged are higher at the beginning 
than they would be for the same amount of term insurance.  The part of the premium that is not used for the 
cost of insurance is invested by the company and builds up a cash value that may be used in a variety of 
ways.  You may borrow against a policy’s cash value by taking a policy loan.  If you don’t pay back the loan 
and the interest on it, the amount you owe will be subtracted from the benefits when you die, or from the cash 
value if you stop paying premiums and take out the remaining cash value.  You can also use your cash value 
to keep insurance protection for a limited time or to buy a reduced amount without having to pay more 
premiums.  You also can use the cash value to increase your income in retirement or to help pay for needs 
such as a child’s tuition without canceling the policy.  However, to build up this cash value, you must pay 
higher premiums in the earlier years of the policy.  Cash value life insurance may be one of several types; 
whole life, universal life and variable life are all types of cash value insurance. 
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Whole Life Insurance covers you for as long as you live if your premiums are paid.  You generally pay the 
same amount in premiums for as long as you live.  When you first take out the policy, premiums can be 
several times higher than you would pay initially for the same amount of term insurance.  But they are 
smaller than the premiums you would eventually pay if you were to keep renewing a term policy until your 
later years. 
 
Some whole life policies let you pay premiums for a shorter period such as 20 years, or until age 65.  
Premiums for these policies are higher since the premium payments are made during a shorter period. 
 
 
Universal Life Insurance is a kind of flexible policy that lets you vary your premium payments.  You can 
also adjust the face amount of your coverage.  Increases may require proof that you qualify for the new death 
benefit.  The premiums you pay (less expense charges) go into a policy account that earns interest.  Charges 
are deducted from the account.  If your yearly premium payment plus the interest your account earns is less 
than the charges, your account value will become lower.  If it keeps dropping, eventually your coverage will 
end.  To prevent that, you may need to start making premium payments, or increase your premium payments, 
or lower your death benefits.  Even if there is enough in your account to pay the premiums, continuing to pay 
premiums yourself means that you build up more cash value. 
 
 
Variable Life Insurance is a kind of insurance where the death benefits and cash values depend on the 
investment performance of one or more separate accounts, which may be invested in mutual funds or other 
investments allowed under the policy.  Be sure to get the prospectus from the company when buying this 
kind of policy and STUDY IT CAREFULLY.  You will have higher death benefits and cash value if the 
underlying investments do well.  Your benefits and cash value will be lower or may disappear if the 
investments you chose didn’t do as well as you expected.  You may pay an extra premium for a guaranteed 
death benefit. 
 
 

Life Insurance Illustrations 
 
You may be thinking of buying a policy where cash values, death benefits, dividends or premiums may vary 
based on events or situations the company does not guarantee (such as interest rates).  If so, you may get an 
illustration from the agent or company that helps explain how the policy works.  The illustrations will show 
how the benefits that are not guaranteed will change as interest rates and other factors change.  The 
illustration will show you what the company guarantees.  It will also show you what could happen in the 
future.  Remember that nobody knows what will happen in the future.  You should be ready to adjust your 
financial plans if the cash value doesn’t increase as quickly as shown in the illustration.  You will be asked to 
sign a statement that says you understand that some of the numbers in the illustration are not guaranteed. 
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Finding a Good Value in Life Insurance 

 
After you have decided which kind of life insurance is best for you, compare similar policies from different 
companies to find which one is likely to give you the best value for your money.  A simple comparison of the 
premiums is not enough.  There are other things to consider.  For example: 
 . Do premiums or benefits vary from year to year? 
 . How much do the benefits build up in the policy? 
 . What part of the premiums or benefits is not guaranteed? 
 . What is the effect of interest on money paid and received at different times 

on the policy? 
 
Remember that no one company offers the lowest cost at all ages for all kinds and amounts of insurance.  
You should also consider other factors: 
 . How quickly does the cash value grow?  Some policies have low cash values in the early 

years that build quickly later on.  Other policies have a more level cash value build-up.  A 
year-by-year display of values and benefits can be very helpful.  (The agent or company 
will give you a policy summary or an illustration that will show benefits and premiums for 
selected years.) 

 . Are there special policy features that particularly suit your needs? 
 .   How are nonguaranteed values calculated?  For example, interest rates are important in            
determining policy returns.  In some companies increases reflect the average interest 
earnings on all of that company’s policies regardless of when issued.  In others, the return 
for policies issued in a recent year, or a group of years, reflects the interest earnings on that 
group of policies; in this case, amounts paid are likely to change more rapidly when 
interest rates change. 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE:  
REPLACEMENT OF LIFE  
INSURANCE OR ANNUITIES 
 

This document must be signed by the applicant and the 
producer, if there is one, and a copy left with the 
applicant. 

COLUMBIAN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY  HOME OFFICE: 
BINGHAMTON, NY 

COLUMBIAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY  HOME OFFICE: CHICAGO, IL 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE OFFICES: 

VESTAL PARKWAY EAST  PO BOX 1381  BINGHAMTON, NY  13902-1381 

507 PLUM STREET  PO BOX 1056  SYRACUSE, NY 13201-1056 

 

 

 
You are contemplating the purchase of a life insurance policy or annuity contract. In some cases this purchase 
may involve discontinuing or changing an existing policy or contract. If so, a replacement is occurring. Financed 
purchases are also considered replacements. 
 

A replacement occurs when a new policy or contract is purchased and, in connection with the sale, you 
discontinue making premium payments on the existing policy or contract, or an existing policy or contract is 
surrendered, forfeited, assigned to the replacing insurer, or otherwise terminated or used in a financed purchase. 
 

A financed purchase occurs when the purchase of a new life insurance policy involves the use of funds obtained 
by the withdrawal or surrender of or by borrowing some or all of the policy values, including accumulated 
dividends, of an existing policy to pay all or part of any premium or payment due on the new policy. A financed 
purchase is a replacement. 
 

You should carefully consider whether a replacement is in your best interests. You will pay acquisition costs and 
there may be surrender costs deducted from your policy or contract. You may be able to make changes to your 
existing policy or contract to meet your insurance needs at less cost. A financed purchase will reduce the value of 
your existing policy and may reduce the amount paid upon the death of the insured. 
 

We want you to understand the effects of replacements before you make your purchase decision and ask that you 
answer the following questions and consider the questions on the back of this form. 
 

1. Are you considering discontinuing making premium payments, surrendering, forfeiting, assigning to 
the insurer, or otherwise terminating your existing policy or contract? ___ YES ___ NO 

 

2. Are you considering using funds from your existing policies or contracts to pay premiums due on the 
new policy or contract? ___ YES ___ NO 

 

If you answered "yes" to either of the above questions, list each existing policy or contract you are contemplating 
replacing (include the name of the insurer, the insured or annuitant, and the policy or contract number if available) 
and whether each policy or contract will be replaced or used as a source of financing: 
 

    INSURER CONTRACT OR INSURED OR REPLACED (R) OR 
 NAME POLICY # ANNUITANT FINANCING (F) 
 

1.   
 

2.   
 

3.   
 

Make sure you know the facts. Contact your existing insurer or its agent for information about the existing policy 
or contract. If you request one, an in force illustration, policy summary or available disclosure documents must be 
sent to you by the existing insurer. Ask for and retain all sales material used by the agent in the sales 
presentation. Be sure that you are making an informed decision. 
 

The existing policy or contract is being replaced because  . 
 

I certify that the responses herein are, to the best of my knowledge, accurate: 
 

    
Applicant's Signature and Printed Name   Date 
 

    
Producer’s Signature and Printed Name   Date 
 

I do not want this notice read aloud to me. ______ (Applicants must initial only if they do not want the notice read aloud.) 
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A replacement may not be in your best interest, or your decision could be a good one. You should make a careful 
comparison of the costs and benefits of your existing policy or contract and the proposed policy or contract. One 
way to do this is to ask the insurer or agent that sold you your existing policy or contract to provide you with 
information concerning your existing policy or contract. This may include an illustration of how your existing policy 
or contract is working now and how it would perform in the future based on certain assumptions. Illustrations 
should not, however, be used as a sole basis to compare policies or contracts. You should discuss the following 
with your agent to determine whether replacement or financing your purchase makes sense: 
 
PREMIUMS: 
 Are they affordable? 
 Could they change? 
 You're older -- are premiums higher for the proposed new policy? 
 How long will you have to pay premiums on the new policy? On the existing policy? 
 
POLICY VALUES: 
 New policies usually take longer to build cash values and to pay dividends. 
 Acquisition costs for the existing policy may have been paid, you will incur costs for the new one. 
 What surrender charges do the policies have? 
 What expense and sales charges will you pay on the new policy? 
 Does the new policy provide more insurance coverage? 
 
INSURABILITY: 
 If your health has changed since you bought your existing policy, the new one could cost you more, or you 

could be turned down. 
 You may need a medical exam for a new policy. 
 Claims on most new policies for up to the first two years can be denied based on inaccurate statements.  
 Suicide limitations may begin anew on the new coverage. 
 
IF YOU ARE KEEPING THE EXISTING POLICY AS WELL AS THE NEW POLICY: 
 How are premiums for both policies being paid? 
 How will the premiums on your existing policy be affected? 
 Will a loan be deducted from death benefits? 
 What values from the existing policy are being used to pay premiums? 
 
IF YOU ARE SURRENDERING AN ANNUITY OR INTEREST SENSITIVE LIFE PRODUCT: 
 Will you pay surrender charges on your existing contract? 
 What are the interest rate guarantees for the new contract? 
 Have you compared the contract charges or other policy expenses? 
 
OTHER ISSUES TO CONSIDER FOR ALL TRANSACTIONS: 
 What are the tax consequences of buying the new policy? 
 Is this a tax free exchange? (See your tax advisor.) 
 Is there a benefit from favorable "grandfathered" treatment of the existing policy under the federal tax code? 
 Will the existing insurer be willing to modify the existing policy? 
 How does the quality and financial stability of the new insurer compare with your existing insurer? 
 

 
If a replacement is involved in the purchase of the new policy or contract, you may return it within thirty 
(30) days of receipt for a full refund of all premiums or considerations paid on it, including any policy fees 
or charges. For a variable or market value adjustment policy or contract, the amount paid will be the cash 
surrender value provided under the policy or contract plus the fees and other charges deducted from the 
gross premiums or considerations or imposed under the policy or contract. If the policy or contract is 
returned, the coverage will be considered void from the beginning. 
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